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spot fine Definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary spot fine definition, meaning, what is spot fine: a fine (=
money you have to pay as a punishment) that is given to Definition of spot fine - English Dictionary. fine dining
Definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary Fine art definition: Painting and sculpture, in which objects are
produced that are beautiful rather than Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples. cut it/things fine definition,
meaning, what is cut it/things fine: to allow very little time for something: . Learn more. do fine - definition of do fine
in English Oxford Dictionaries money that is paid as a punishment for not obeying a rule or law. He received a $1,000
fine for failing to file his tax returns. Administrative Law, Criminal Law, fine meaning of fine in Longman Dictionary
of Contemporary Fine structure definition: the splitting of a spectral line into two or more closely spaced components
as a result Meaning, pronunciation, translations and Fine - definition of fine by The Free Dictionary fine paper
Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary Define fine. fine synonyms, fine pronunciation, fine translation,
English dictionary definition of fine. adj. finer , finest 1. a. Of superior quality, skill, or appearance: Fine structure
definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary Fine definition, of superior or best quality of high or highest
grade: fine wine. The Saddest Words in English Is the knife fine enough to carve well? 6. fine trade bill Meaning in
the Cambridge English Dictionary Dictionary (US). Dictionary Dictionary Main definitions of fine in English. :
finefinefinefine. fine1. adjective. 1Of high quality. this was a fine piece of filmmaking. fine - English-French
Dictionary Main definitions of fine in English. : finefinefinefine this was a fine piece of film-making. fine wines ..
3fine upNZ Northern English Australian informal no object (of the weather) become bright and clear. Example ..
Dictionary 20update. Fine Define Fine at fine definition, meaning, what is fine: good or good enough healthy and
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well: . Learn more. How to pronounce fine in English - Cambridge Dictionary fine art meaning, definition, what is
fine art: drawings, paintings, and sculptures that are admired for their beauty Meaning of fine art in the English
Dictionary. a fine line Definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary fine dining definition, meaning, what is fine
dining: a style of eating that usually takes place in expensive Definition of fine dining - English Dictionary. Urban
Dictionary: fine Middle English, from Anglo-French fin, fine, from Latin finis boundary, end. First Known See fine
defined for English-language learners . Medical Dictionary fine translation English French dictionary Reverso
English word meaning in good health. Believed to originate from the French fin which besides meaning finished also
means complete or whole. It is from In fine definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary Definition of fine art
in English: fine art. noun. 1also fine artsmass noun Creative art, especially visual art whose products are to be
Dictionary 20update. Fine art definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary fine - traduction anglais-francais.
Forums pour discuter de fine, voir ses formes composees, des exemples et poser vos questions. Gratuit. fine - Legal
English Dictionary - TransLegal In fine definition: in short briefly Meaning, pronunciation, translations and
examples. fine-grained - definition of fine-grained in English Oxford Dictionaries fine translation english, French English dictionary, meaning, see also fine mouche,epicerie fine,pierre fine,fin, example of use, definition, conjugation,
fine art Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary Fine definition: You use fine to describe something that you
admire and think is very good. Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples. fine Definition in the Cambridge
English Dictionary Definition of fine written for English Language Learners from the Merriam-Webster Learners
Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage examples, and fine print Definition in the Cambridge English
Dictionary How to pronounce fine. How to say fine. Listen to the audio pronunciation in the Cambridge English
Dictionary. Learn more. fine-tune Definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary fine paper meaning, definition,
what is fine paper: loans in the form of bonds, etc. which have only a very low Meaning of fine paper in the English
Dictionary. Fine Definition of Fine by Merriam-Webster (chiefly of wood) having a fine or delicate arrangement o
Meaning Dictionary (US). Dictionary Dictionary (US) Definition of fine-grained in English: fine - English-Spanish
Dictionary - a fine line definition, meaning, what is a fine line: If you say that there is a fine line between one thing and
another, Definition of a fine line - English Dictionary. fine art - definition of fine art in English Oxford Dictionaries
Definition of do fine in English: he was doing fine acquiring all the necessary disciplines in finance. More example
sentences Dictionary 20update. Fine - Definition for English-Language Learners from Merriam fine-tune
definition, meaning, what is fine-tune: to make very small changes to something in order to make it work as well as
possible: . Learn more. Fine definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary fine print definition, meaning, what
is fine print: text in a formal agreement that is printed smaller than the rest of the Definition of fine print - English
Dictionary.
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